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The publication of a new, centenary edition of György 
Lukács’s Soul and Form, a collection of essays he com-
posed between 1907 and 1910, when he was in his 
early twenties, has, it appears, two different, and per-
haps contradictory, aims. First of all it wishes to return 
Lukács to the prominence he once held within literary 
criticism, but which has been in decline over the past 
thirty years. This decline in prominence coincides 
with Marxist aesthetics and criticism’s having fallen 
out of fashion, especially since the end of the Cold 
War; yet Lukács is also now less of a force within what 
remains of Marxism, where he can tend to be charac-
terized as an anti-modernist grouch. One of the vir-
tues of re-reading Soul and Form, with its sensitive 
analyses of figures such as Stefan George and Richard 
Beer-Hofmann, is to debunk so one-sided a reading.

This is justification given in the editors’ Preface to 
the current edition:

There may be no lives – no oeuvres – that touch 
more broadly on so many diverse arenas central 
to the history of the twentieth century than that 
of György Lukács, and as we gain a little distance, 
a little perspective on that century – on its influ-
ence on us – it is fitting that we reexamine that 
life and that work (Preface, ix)

Yet Soul and Form must also demonstrate itself to con-
tain an intrinsic merit irrespective of its place in 
Lukács’s intellectual trajectory. This the more prob-
lematic aim, not least given that in matters of style and 
content, the essays seem far removed from the ‘West-
ern Marxism’ for which Lukács is best known (Lukács 
himself described the relation between the two as a 
‘unity of continuity and discontinuity’, cited 200). 

Whether these brilliant but flawed and at times exas-
perating essays would be being republished had their 
writer not become a crucial figure of twentieth-century 
criticism is a moot point.

This challenge is taken up by Judith Butler in her 
Introduction. ‘Contemporary literary studies’, she  
argues, have become embroiled in a dispute between 
formalism and historicism that has become an  
impasse, and the essays that make up Soul and Form 
offer a way out. Their ‘approach to form is both more 
subtle and complicated than either the advocates or 
the detractors of formalism could or can imagine’, 
and in particular bear witness to how ‘form is always 
in a bind with life, with soul, and with experience’ (5). 
Yet for Katie Terezakis’s ‘Afterword’, which sets itself 
the more ambitious goal of ‘draw[ing] out connections 
between the Lukácsian concept of form and its elabor-
ation and critique in Lukács’s own work and in works 
of critical theory and philosophy up to the present’ 
(vii), this equivocation is keenly felt. As a result the 
Afterword shifts often imperceptibly, and at times 
confusingly, between (a) an exposition of the argu-
ments in this particular volume and their importance 
to contemporary philosophical and literary-theoretical 
debates, and (b) a defence of the Lukács’s later oeuvre 
against critics such as Adorno and Blanchot, with the 
academic wrangling that entails.

Part of the difficulty is that it is hard not to read 
these essays biographically, and to read into these arti-
cles one’s knowledge of Lukács’s later life and oeuvre. 
Like Walter Benjamin (who was born in 1892, seven 
years after Lukács), Lukács’s early writing is a patch-
work of Neo-Kantian philosophy, religious mysticism, 
and the symbolist and expressionist currents in Ger-
manic poetry at the time; its rejection of capitalism and 
‘the bourgeois way of life’ is for the time Romantic 
rather than Marxist. If this makes Soul and Form an 
illuminating chapter in Lukács’s broader intellectual 
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development, one cannot overlook its more immediate 
biographical context. The essays were written during, 
and in the aftermath of, Lukács’s doomed romance 
with the painter Irma Seidler (Seidler was the dedi-
catee of both Hungarian and German editions), and 
this relationship becomes more or less explicitly the 
impetus for Lukács’s critical and philosophical reflec-
tion. Indeed, it determines the central problematic of 
the collection as a whole: the relation between the lit-
erary work (the essays discuss lyric poetry, short stor-
ies, novels, and drama) and the ‘life’ it reflects and out 
of which it arises, the collection’s eponymous ‘soul’ 
and ‘form’.

Of these two terms, the latter is defined in greater 
depth and clarity. Lukács asks how a literary work can 
give to the chaos of accident, contingency, and ambi-
guity that make up everyday human experience a 
‘form’ that should render it a coherent whole. A more 
speculative line of argument further suggests that 
these works might thereby allow us to discern a neces-
sity underlying such chaos: the necessity, or ‘destiny’, 
of ‘soul’. The specific meaning of ‘soul’ varies from 
essay to essay, and Lukács makes rich use of this impre-
cision. The essay on ‘The Metaphysics of Tragedy’ ex-
amines the formal structure of tragedy, which imposes 
a destiny on its hero in advance and then demands that 
the hero assume this destiny. Rather than grasping life 
and experience in terms of endless possibilities, the 
hero brings his soul to divest itself of everything ‘ines-
sential’; the portrayal of the tragic hero thus drama-
tizes the movement of the human soul to ‘a recognition 
of that which is truly its own’, leading him to define 
tragedy as ‘the becoming-real of the concrete, essen-
tial nature of man’ (185).

‘The Metaphysics of Tragedy’ traces a movement 
from an individual soul to soul as such. When, by con-
trast, Lukács argues, in his introductory essay (which 
takes as its topic ‘The Nature and Form of the Essay’ 
itself), that criticism should seek to glimpse and ar-
ticulate the ‘soul-content which forms indirectly and 
unconsciously conceal within themselves’ (23), this 
‘soul-content’ might initially imply an artistic inten-
tion, but broadens its scope towards a far less tangible 
sense of animation underlying the work. This account 

of the soul’s self recognition through ‘form’, as Butler 
notes in her introduction, appears to prefigure his lat-
er theorization of the ‘consciousness’ of a political 
class (2), and striking in this regard is the importance 
Lukács gives to criticism as a means of mediating and 
drawing out this consciousness. The essays themselves, 
however, for the most part circle around the relation 
between the literary work and the ‘life’ of its creator. 
If form is to render the individual soul ‘real’, every-
thing accidental to this soul must be pared away; the 
tragedian/essayist/lyric poet can only provide a real 
form for this soul by giving his own soul up to form. 
Lukács is thus brought to agonize over whether a man 
of ‘form’ (a lazy misogyny that runs throughout the 
essays considers women incapable of ‘form’) is able to 
have a fulfilled personal life, a question that attains ex-
tra poignancy in light of his relationship with Seidler. 
A continual motif in the work is the remark that this 
man of ‘form’ must treat life simply as ‘raw material’ 
(24, 37) for the formative, and transformative, activity 
of writing. This leads to kind of sentimental asceti-
cism, as the respective fulfilments of worldly with in-
tellectual and artistic success are deemed incompatible 
in advance.

This can be seen in a brief allusion to Keats, who 
‘thinks his being-as-a-poet through to the end, em-
braces a saintly asceticism, renounces life’. Only in 
such renunciation can he reconcile life and poetry into 
‘a new and higher unity’ (39). We find a similar  
motif in the assertion that Novalis, of all the German 
Romantics, was the only ‘who succeeded in leading a 
harmonious life’ (68). The ‘harmony’ of the poet’s life 
is not to be mistaken for a happy one; rather, Novalis 
‘was able to draw life-energy’ from the threat of 
‘death – his own and that of the people who were clos-
est to his soul’, and to ‘find the proper rhymes for 
these deaths in the poem into which he made his life’ 
(69). In each case, the renunciation of life also involves 
a renunciation of romantic love, as typified in Jean 
Bousset, hero of Charles-Louis Philippe’s Marie 
Donadieu, who reaches his apotheosis as a character 
when ‘his love has become longing. He no longer 
needs a woman. He no longer needs love’ (119). And 
in his ‘Dialogue Concerning Laurence Sterne’, Lukács 
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stages a debate between two young men whilst a 
young woman with whom both are in love watches on. 
The ‘formal’ reading of Sterne’s novels, which com-
plains that they confuse richness with chaos, thus be-
coming no more than ‘a muddy flood of unselected 
matter’ (165), wins the argument against the senti-
mental reading that would celebrate Sterne’s evoca-
tion of ‘the wonderful many-colored richness of every 
nook and cranny of the whole’ (166); but it is the sen-
timentalist who gets the girl.

This concern with the sacrifices in life and love ne-
cessary for a man of form is the central topic of the 
essay on Kierkegaard and Regine Olsen, which Lukács 
subtitles ‘The Foundering of Form against Life’. Kier-
kegaard must to reject the worldly happiness offered 
by marriage to a woman he loves in order ‘to live out 
his life in accordance with poetic principles’ (47). Re-
jection of Regine becomes the ‘gesture’ by which he 
will be able to transform life into ‘form’, and thus ‘see 
the absolute in life, without any petty compromises’ 
(48); but it is a gesture fraught with the awareness of 
its own impossibility, ultimately unable to overcome 
life’s sheer contingency. Like Kierkegaard, Lukács 
broke off his relationship with the woman  
he loved. Regine Olsen married another admirer, and 
went on to have a more or less contented life; Irma 
Seidler also married another admirer, but the mar-
riage was an unhappy one, and in May 1911 she threw 
herself into the Danube. As though to encourage this 
biographical reading, Sanders and Terezakis include 
the 1911 text, ‘On Poverty of Spirit’ (translated by 
Sanders from the German), which Lukács wrote upon 
learning of Seidler’s death.

This romance gives to Soul and Form much of its 
pathos; yet it also permits us to see its philosophical 
insight – and its limitations. As we have seen, Keats’s 
‘unity’ of life and art is in fact a renunciation of one of 
the two terms to be united; Kierkegaard’s ‘gesture’ 
attains the ‘absolute’, however fleetingly, only through 
a similar renunciation; if Novalis did achieve a ‘har-
mony’, the fact that he should have died ‘just as he was 
beginning to create his real works’ (71) was, in 
Lukács’s eyes, a necessary reflection of the fragmen-
tary unity of the Romantic soul. In each case, one can 

only give form to life by losing life itself, following a 
pattern akin to that which Lukács identifies as ‘Kierke-
gaard’s dialectic’: ‘the paradox that whatever has not 
already grown into a new unity which cancels out  
all former differences, must remain divided forever’ 
(48). In each instance, Lukács is trying to understand 
how the unity of form can do justice to the tensions 
and diversity out of which it arises, and which it seeks 
to render tangible; yet time and again, his basic rhet-
orical mode is lyric failure, where the man of form 
must struggle against the very impossibility of his en-
terprise, each unifying gesture inflected and overpow-
ered by an insuperable dividedness.

This dividedness is taken to lie at the very crux of 
poetic form. In his discussion of Philippe, he argues: if 
‘the forms of poetry are temporal, so that the fulfil-
ment must have a “before” and an “after”’, then poetry 
‘presupposes dissonance’, before stipulating: ‘Poetry 
cannot live without dissonance because movement is 
its very essence’ (123). But at the same time, he con-
siders this dividedness the defining feature of ‘the 
bourgeois way of life’: a ‘psychological nihilism’ in 
which ‘we see a thousand relationships, yet never 
grasp any real connection’ (107). Literature, then, is 
seen to have internalized the alienation of modern life 
both into the life struggles of its writers and critics 
and into the very fabric of its form. Later in his work, 
Lukács will seek in literature a means of overcoming 
this alienation, but at this juncture he seems to have a 
sentimental and rhetorical attachment to it. One sens-
es, indeed, that one of the reasons that Soul and Form is 
so frustrating a text, veering between the wilfully ob-
scure and the confused, is because we can see in it a 
young mind struggling to come to terms with its own 
antinomies, as though half aware that the rhetorical 
gestures with which it is so enamoured are ultimately 
false.

And ultimately, this means that Lukács must turn to 
a ‘dialectic’ far removed from Kierkegaard’s: that of 
Hegel (although Butler describes Soul and Form as 
‘clearly Hegelian’ (6), Hegel is only mentioned once, 
and even then superficially, in the essays themselves) 
and, eventually, Marx. Soul and Form demonstrates that 
Lukács’s turn to Marxist Communism in 1917 arises 
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not simply out of the political exigencies of its time (it 
was the year of the Bolshevik revolution, a year of 
civil unrest in Budapest as the Austro-Hungarian Em-
pire started to crumble), but from the internal 
dynamics of his own thought. Perhaps such a contra-
diction is best illustrating in the rather eye-catching 
would-be aphorism: ‘Philippe’s development, like 
that of every strong man, was from lyricism to object-
ivity’ (122–123). We might balk at this invocation of 
‘strong’ men and the pomposity of the tone, but even 
from within his own exalted lyricism Lukács seems 
eerily aware of the ‘development’ his own thought 
must pursue. There is, of course, much else of interest 
in the collection, especially its readings of some fas-
cinating but now under-read literary figures of late 
nineteenth-century Germanic literature, such as 
Beer-Hofmann, Theodor Storm, and Paul Ernst; but 
the essays are at their most compelling when they 
point, however obliquely, to the thinker Lukács would 
become.
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